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The quality of research on American archival history has been uneven
and the quantity not very impressive. This essay reviews some of the high-
lights of American archival history research, especially the growing inter-
est in cultural and public history that has produced some studies of
interest to scholars curious about the history of archives. The essay also
focuses more on why such research still seems so far removed from the
interests of most archivists. The essay will consider some hopeful signs,
such as the re-emergence of records and record-keeping systems as a core
area for study, for a renewed emphasis on American archival history. While
much needs to be done, I am optimistic that the golden age of historical
research on American archives lies ahead.
Introduction
Today, many lament the loss of historical perspectives in library and
information science education and practice. Donald G. Davis, Jr., asks the
following: “Where do the values that have informed us for millennia have
a place—or do they at all?”1 It is ironic that American archivists face a
similar challenge, given the long-term tradition of history in this field
and the many professionals who have such educational backgrounds.2
But they do, perhaps as a result of other priorities, an educational infra-
structure only beginning to focus individuals on archives and records as
important topics for study, and a weak self-image that sustains minimal
desire for publishing historical scholarship.
At first glance, the state of American archival history appears not to be
a significant problem. There continues to be published a fair number of
histories of archival programs and biographies within mainstream pro-
fessional journals. This suggests that all is well. However, this idea of
what constitutes archival history is too narrow. Besides, there continues
to be a lack of broader, more substantive histories of record keeping,
archival development, and archival theory and practice, indicating that
the historical dimension in the professional education and work of
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archivists is somewhat lacking. There are few in the field who seem able
to connect such aspects into a more holistic view of archival history.
My 1983 essay was the first effort to summarize and describe the var-
ied and sometimes rich literature on the history of American archives. In
that essay I noted that there still remained a need for extensive state his-
tories, institutional histories, regional histories, and a single-volume syn-
thesis.3 All remain needs fifteen years later. I discovered when I reviewed
the literature in the early 1990s that a decade after my initial survey very
little new research had been done of any quality and certainly not any
that created much of a blip on the radar screen of historical research.4
The best histories of our national archives are twenty to thirty years old,5
and the best efforts to write an overview analysis of historical societies
are nearly forty years old.6 There also remains only one comprehensive
history of archival development in a single state, and it is more than
three decades old.7 While there have been important new uses of pri-
mary sources for smaller studies, there have been few major monographs
on archival history topics completed in the last twenty years.8
I should note that the genesis of my own research and writing devel-
oped as a result of my trying to understand the evolution of archives
and records programs I worked in, leading to research conducted for a
master’s thesis on the development of early Maryland archives. I
worked on this type of research and writing with the logical assumption
that a historical perspective would help me to understand in a better
fashion what I was working on and the reason why things were as they
were in the organizations and profession in which I labored. I also drew
on my own experience to write a rationale for the value of archival his-
tory.9 While this essay has always been favorably commented on and
cited, it has not—it seems to me—led to a great upsurge of interest
among the archival community for writing on archival history. In hind-
sight, it may be that such a practical emphasis led to a very internally
focused inquiry that works against broader and more engaging research
and scholarship.10
Promising Developments for Historical Research within Archivy
There are some promising signs within the American archival disci-
pline regarding research on archival history. The expansion of graduate
education has led to a stronger curriculum with a more serious focus on
research and an attempt to attract students with an interest in archives
to doctoral programs. As of yet, there have been few contributions to
archival history that have had a major impact on the field or on others
working in related realms. With what has been done, however, we can see
a more sophisticated reliance on and interpretation of sources.11
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Moreover, some new developments, such as the creation of new biblio-
graphic standards, have led to analyses that provide a broader (if still
applied) historical background of theory and practices.12
There has been a peripheral connection of education to an interest in
history. With the emergence of a North American interest in the theo-
retical approach of diplomatics as a means for understanding records
and record-keeping systems, there has been a revisiting of older ideas of
archival science.13 This has led to a re-articulation of archival history.
Although not directly connected to American archival history, Richard
Brown’s essay on a medieval record keeper shows the way for future
work. Brown argues that archivists must not superimpose modern con-
cepts of records on earlier concerns to manage records, especially as this
has been seen in the rebirth of diplomatics as the crux of an archival sci-
ence. Rather, archivists must be willing to understand the historical
development of records management for what it tells us about records,
not for what it suggests about an archivist’s or records manager’s current
professional image.14
There are other promising trends in research about archival history.
There continues to be a steady, if unspectacular, number of articles pub-
lished on this topic in the primary North American journals in the field.
Since 1990 every other issue of Archivaria and one in three issues of the
American Archivist have included an essay on archival history. However, this
does not bode well for understanding American archival history, since
many of these essays focus on Europe.15 More important, however, has
been the trend toward essays reliant on archival sources and those that
establish parameters for a broader understanding of records and
archives.16 Members of the American archival profession are old enough
now to write and publish memoirs, most notably Robert Warner’s account
of his effort to lead the U.S. National Archives back to an independent
agency status. Memoirs have notorious problems in terms of their veracity
and utility, but Warner’s story is a compelling addition to the rich and
troubled history of this institution—an institution that has been inter-
twined with the historical evolution of the American archival profession.17
Even with these encouraging aspects, however, it is readily obvious that
American archival history is a weak link in the professional chain.
Glimpses from Outside
What is not a weak link, however, is the growing interest by those out-
side the archival and records profession in the historical evolution of
writing, records, record keeping, archives, and historical sources. This
interest is emerging in studies of the history of literacy, public memory,
the culture wars, and the computer’s societal impact.
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The historical study of literacy has become a prime source of under-
standing how record-keeping systems have emerged. Archivists first
became aware of this area of scholarship in 1979 when M. T. Clanchy
published his work on the origins of records systems in medieval
England, a far-reaching and pioneering study that bridged the gap
between orality and writing and foresaw what was occurring in contem-
porary society with computers.18 While much of this scholarship may
seem irrelevant to the American archivist because it concerns either
ancient or medieval notions of literacy and writing, the scholarship does
reaffirm more recent notions of records as transactions and challenges
many of the assumptions made about the origins of archives. At the least,
scholarship in this area has led to some major re-assessments about writ-
ing with more detail about how records represent writing systems.19
Rosalind Thomas’s work on Greece and Rome, for example, directly con-
fronts long-accepted notions of centralized government archives.20 The
re-creation of the medieval notion of record keeping, because of the
renewed interest in diplomatics as a core component of archival science,
is certainly challenged in studies by individuals such as Patrick Geary,
who demonstrate how unsystematic these early record keepers seemed to
be.21 More directly relevant are the works by David Cressy on English lit-
eracy in the era of American colonization. Cressy provides an interesting
perspective on document formation, the uses of communication, and the
power of records and information in Tudor, Elizabethan, and Stuart
England—all laying the groundwork for a fuller understanding of early
American record keeping.22
The studies of historical literacy have also challenged stereotypical
notions of the evolution of writing and records. In an important set of
essays on alternative literacies in Mesoamerica and the Andes, a portrait
of nontextual writing and record keeping describes how, “in this particu-
lar Amerindian writing tradition, a pictorial system is better suited to an
environment where a multitude of often unrelated languages is spoken,
allowing communication across language boundaries. By nature, alpha-
betic writing systems lack this flexibility.”23 Such insights have great
potential for helping us to re-interpret the development of records and
archives, discerning that it is not merely the textual information that
makes them valuable but their role as evidence and symbol.
The larger context for the development of archives may be the idea of
public memory, a strong new focus for studying the meaning of the past
that is enriched by interdisciplinary research.24 Archives—both the indi-
vidual records/collections and the institutional repositories—are clearly
a symbolic marker on the landscape. Archives mark the past and are
formed by the past. Elsewhere I have written about how scholarship on
public memory has managed to avoid specific or in-depth discussion of
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archives and historical records.25 But the scholarship has become so vast
and far-reaching that it is hard not to see it as providing a more sub-
stantial framework for understanding at least the cultural significance
(there are other significant noncultural aspects as well) of the origins
and subsequent development of archives.
Since the end of the Second World War many have written about how
other nations are struggling to remember aspects of the horrific acts of
their forebears. Some of these works have discussed the manner in which
records are being or have been used or neglected for such purposes.26
While other wars have spurred on the collecting and preservation of
records, the aftermath of the Second World War has led to a contested
context for the meaning of records.27 In fact, studies about remembering
painful past events have much to inform archivists about the origins and
nature of their profession and its institutions.28 Some of this has led to
considerable debate about the meaning and value of archives, from the
Civil War to the end of the Second World War.29 Ironically, this contested
past, as in the interpretation and memory of the Second World War, has
also been tied to developments that suggest the importance of records in
general and archives in particular. This has been most evident in the con-
troversy surrounding the role of Swiss banks in financing Adolf Hitler
and subsequent generations’ efforts to lay claims to assets left by and
stolen from Holocaust victims.30 The result has been powerful social
pressure to move archives from dusty bins visited by scholars to the front
pages of newspapers and on the table before public policymakers. This
suggests a different kind of archival history—at least the need for such a
history. If we can find studies on historic preservation that enable certain
societal elements to use it to fulfill particular mandates (such as “to
prompt Americans—newcomer and native alike—to accept their aes-
thetics, work harder, live more humbly, and appreciate Yankee tradi-
tions”),31 we also need studies that show the factors leading to the
origins and ongoing development of archives and historical records
repositories.
Yet the association of public memory and archives is far more complex
than what I have just stated. There has been an uneven reception about
the importance of archives in public memory. One study about how
Watergate has been perceived includes no discussion of the Presidential
Records Act or of the legal wrangles and hassles over the ownership of
the Nixon White House tape recordings,32 despite the public interest in
such secret record keeping.33 Another study argues how the personal
accounts by journalists have become the de facto societal archives for
remembering and interpreting the assassination of John F. Kennedy.34
What has been lost in this is an appreciation that there is a need to study
the formation of presidential records, if not the memorializing event that
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surrounds the establishment of presidential libraries; both topics are
worthy of focus by archival historians, and neither has been well
treated.35
It may be that not only the scholarship about public memory but the
debate about its use in multiculturalism, textbook writing, and history
standards are important for a new context for archival history. In these
discussions and diatribes (and there are both, often side by side) we see
a nearly simultaneous rejection and elevation of the value of historical
records.36 Such debates have often proceeded with little appreciation of
how archives are formed, but it is likely that continuing discussions will
lead us to some new understanding. This is doubly important in the so-
called Information Age, when the computer has become God, informa-
tion is the source of all power and prestige, and electronic networking is
the only way by which this information can be disseminated.
The exploding literature on the challenges posed and promises offered
by the computer also contributes to studies with implications for under-
standing the development of modern record-keeping systems. Thomas
Landauer’s efforts to reconsider the claims of the computer’s productivity
have led him to write extensively about automated record-keeping sys-
tems.37 His work is reminiscent of earlier histories completed on office sys-
tems and work that, while examining issues such as gender and
communication, provides some of the most in-depth understanding of how
records and information technologies have evolved in the past century and
a half.38 These studies provide a new understanding about the importance
of records and the challenges confronting the maintenance of archives.
Histories of other information technologies also are useful for under-
standing the impact on traditional record-keeping systems. Many
archivists have lamented that telecommunications technologies such as
the telephone, with its ability to provide quicker communication with a
lower cost, have affected what is captured in transactional records.
However, histories of the telephone suggest that initially its success was
not certain, and its reasons for success often had little to do with its tech-
nical attributes.39 Considering such histories should indicate to archivists
the need for fuller studies of records and archives. Has the creation of
archival programs been sustained by the more ephemeral nature of elec-
tronic information systems? Have these new and emerging systems really
affected society’s ability to document itself?
The impact of computer technology on organizations and individuals
has also prompted many concerns about the social, ethical, political, and
other impacts of the technology.40 From my vantage point it seems that
such concerns have led to a renewed interest in matters that have con-
siderable implications for understanding the history of records systems
and archives, such as access and privacy, handwriting, personal record
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keeping, and so forth. Regarding privacy and/or access, new scholarship
has emerged that re-examines such complex matters as the impact of
opening secret police files, the negative ramifications of government
secrecy, and the problems inflicted on personal lives by preserving and
opening private papers.41 While archivists and other records profession-
als have written extensively on privacy and access over the past two
decades, none of their work has led to significant new studies of the his-
tory of record keeping and archives. That this is a loss can be seen in
E. Wayne Carp’s recent study of secrecy in adoption, which provides an
extensive history of the evolution of adoption records systems since the
mid–nineteenth century.42
The growing influence of electronic media has also prompted a new
interest in the cultural history of older record-keeping technologies.
Tamara Plakins Thornton’s study of American handwriting is a prime
example with a major emphasis on the evolution of scripts, the teaching
of particular scribal traditions, and the emergence of autograph collect-
ing as part of a resistance to other information technologies such as the
typewriter and office equipment.43 There has developed, for example, an
intense interest in diary writing, the most intimate and personal record-
keeping approach. The scholarship in this area has stressed the history of
diary writing and, in some cases, has even argued that the process of per-
sonal diary writing has served as a surrogate for local archives and the
documentation process.44 Some of the concern about the new technolo-
gies has been directed toward understanding how objects or artifacts
such as records could be authentic or reliable in the new cyberculture or
virtual reality. Studies that address such matters have a direct connec-
tion to the understanding of the continuing evolution of record-keeping
systems and archives. Anthony Grafton’s anecdotal history of the foot-
note is an explanation of one form of authority.45 An increasing interest
in forgeries is another indication of such concerns and an important one
for archives, given that the origins of archival science (diplomatics) rests
with the business of detecting forgeries.46
The development of the World Wide Web and other information tech-
nologies has also increased the sense that visualization is superseding
text in much the same manner that writing superseded oral communica-
tion. There has been increased attention paid to the history of photogra-
phy, for example, and this has in some cases provided a new base for
archivists to rethink the evolution of this technology as a record-keeping
system.47 It is also no surprise that the study of book collecting as well as
a scholarship that examines the future of the book have developed. For
some it might be surprising that the writing about the collecting of books
has easily lapsed over into chronicling the acquisition of manuscripts and
the origins of special collections.48
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The onslaught of cyberculture is not the only stimulus to useful schol-
arship with implications for archival history. While archivists have
focused on small institutional studies and biographies, more substantial
studies that provide probes into certain aspects of records and archives
have appeared. Some historians have written detailed accounts of partic-
ular record-keeping systems as sources of information, such as the cen-
sus.49 A growth in the examination of nonprofit management has
produced some excellent studies of research institutions chronicling
their fiscal management and their development as collections.50 Textual
criticism has also produced some notable work that historians of archives
and records could draw on. This work ranges from the role of scribes and
clerical bureaucrats with a sense of the influence of records in Latin
America to an interpretation of the creation of the British Empire via
research, classification, and documentation to critiques of individual doc-
uments.51 The availability and value of such research are only beginning
to be appreciated by a fairly limited group of archivists.
Finally, the archivist or person interested in archives might find some
insights on the history of records and archives in unlikely sources.
Writers who revisit their own past wind up waxing eloquently about their
family papers.52 The current spate of popular writings by professionals
such as engineers and architects also provides some useful surprises such
as Henry Petroski’s ruminations on paper clips and the pencil.53 The con-
tinuing fascination with measure and quantification has also produced
important references for comprehending the development of legislation
for creating records and financial systems such as double-entry book-
keeping. What we are reading about in these volumes concerns the
records ultimately considered for archives.54
Conclusion
If we expect to see a vibrant interest in the history of archives,
archivists and other information professionals need to expand their views
about the topic. There needs to be an acceptance of the interdisciplinary
nature of research in the field, but it has to be one that will enrich both
those studying this within and without the disciplinary boundaries.
Archivists and other records professionals have much to gain from these
other fields, but it is not a one-way benefit. Archivists and records man-
agers may have a greater sensitivity to professional issues that provides
insights others might lack.
The other need is to expand archivists’ and others’ views beyond tra-
ditional archives—the traditional efforts to acquire and preserve historic
manuscripts and records—to an understanding of records and record-
keeping systems. I mentioned earlier the resurgence of interest in diplo-
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matics, but this interest has partly grown because of the challenges
posed by electronic records. Archivists have been forced to rethink their
cherished mission, how they define records, and for and with whom they
work. Out of this comes the essence of a new power for archival history.
Understanding records and record-keeping systems naturally leads us to
think about why they have been created, what uses they have, and issues
about their maintenance. The muse of history, Clio, would be happy to
help archivists and records managers in such endeavors.
A revitalized archival history will take more than an Archival History
Round Table in the Society of American Archivists (where one has
existed for more than a decade) or even partnerships with the Library
History Round Table, which is celebrating its golden anniversary, in the
American Library Association. It will require an understanding of the
significance of the historical perspective for everyday, practical archival
work. It will require the continued expansion of graduate archival edu-
cation with time and opportunity to study the history of archives and
record keeping. And, finally, it will require a scholarship with more
breadth and depth than what has thus far passed for archival history. My
own sense is that we will see a growth in the historical study of records
and record keeping because of the modern sensibility about their impor-
tance.
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